As future innovators of the Artificial Intelligence frontier, we must be intentional about the impact our creations (and our creations’ creations ...) have on our communities, our families, ourselves. AI is only useful in how it positively impacts the human experience, and in this course we explore how to harness the power of AI for the benefit of our world.

**REQUIREMENTS**

- Prerequisite: CSCI136 + 1 CS core
- Internet Connection w. video-streaming
- Computer w. python
- Critical Thinking

**NECESSARY SKILLS**

- Independently learn new programming languages & libraries
- Critical reading, writing
- Organization, time management
- Help-seeking

**LEARNING OBJECTIVES**

- Build intelligent interactive technologies
- Apply ethical frameworks to AI contexts
- Critically anticipate AI technology outcomes
- Intentionally design technologies for use by people
- Engage in current ongoing scientific discussions of HAI